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RDA Heritage Assessment 2 Manor Farm Cottages Atch Lench Worcestershire WR11 4SW 

1 Introduction 

1.1 The Consultants 
Rock Davidson Associates. 

Consultants: Louisa Davidson MA [Dist] HistEnvCons BA(Hons) IHBC  and Jacob Rock MA PGDip[Dist] 

HistEnvCons PGCE  

1.2 The Client 

1.3 Background Heritage Statements and Assessments of Significance 
Heritage statements/assessments should ideally be prepared by an appropriate professional with 

the necessary expertise to properly assess the heritage asset and its significance. For buildings or 

sites of high significance [e.g. for nationally designated heritage assets/listed buildings] it is 

recommended that the statement be prepared by an architectural historian, an accredited 

conservation architect, accredited heritage consultants or qualified archaeologist. It is required 

under legislation National Planning Policy Framework 2019 [NPPF] in England that an understanding 

of the history and fabric of a  building, and what makes it special architecturally, historically, its 

exterior elevations and it’s setting, this includes the interiors, including historic fixtures and fittings, 

is necessary when making changes. NPPF 2019 policy paragraph 189 states “assets assessed using 

appropriate expertise”  

Proposals affecting heritage assets 

189. In determining applications, local planning authorities should require an applicant to describe 
the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution made by their setting. The 
level of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to 
understand the potential impact of the proposal on their significance. As a minimum the relevant 
historic environment record should have been consulted and the heritage assets assessed using 
appropriate expertise where necessary. Where a site on which development is proposed includes, or 
has the potential to include, heritage assets with archaeological interest, local planning authorities 
should require developers to submit an appropriate desk-based assessment and, where necessary, a 
field evaluation.

The British Standards BS 7913 guide to ‘The Conservation of Historic Buildings’ recommends “using 

competent qualified experts in the field of conservation when assessing significance”  IHBC 

credentials and post-nominal letters are recognised as appropriate validation. This report will enable 

the LPA to fully understand how any proposed changes will impact on the significance of this listed 

building.  

“Analysis would generally be undertaken by a suitably qualified specialist, expert in an appropriate 

branch of conservation, architectural history, garden history and/or archaeology, or, in more 

complex circumstances, group of specialists, who can describe significance in a way which is 

acceptable to the local planning authority and which therefore assists a successful application.” Ref 

HE Statements of Heritage Significance: Analysing Significance in Heritage Assets  October 2019 
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1.4 Methodology 
This is a desk and web based assessment using books, and appropriate websites. Worcestershire 
Archaeology HER was consulted and the HER report WSM29186  is in the Appendix. This assessment 
has been commissioned to help inform the LPA on a proposal but is not an analysis of any proposed 
new works or the impact. A Schedule of works and Impact Assessment should be carried out taking 
into account the findings from this heritage report. This report does include some assessment of 
significance of the heritage asset and its surroundings and analysis of the historic fabric as found and 
could be seen on 23rd April 2021 ‘As the level of detail in a statement of heritage significance should 
be proportionate to the asset’s importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the 
potential impact of the proposal on their significance, such statements will differ in length and 
treatment. The approach should therefore be proportionate according to circumstances’. 
 There was one site visit made on 23rd April to access and take photographs, equivalent to a Level 2 -

3 Building Recording, [Ref Understanding Historic Buildings  A Guide to Good Recording Practice 

Historic England  May 2016]  

https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/statements-heritage-significance-advice-

note-12/heag279-statements-heritage-significance/ 

KEY to Significance Levels- With reference to Statements of Heritage Significance: Analysing 

Significance in Heritage Assets October 2019 AND A significance level has been added for guidance 

based on Conservation Principles, English Heritage, 2008 p72   

HIGH Elements and elevations are historically and architecturally significant 

MEDIUM Elements and elevations are later additions but some may have historical, architectural, 
community significance 

UNKNOWN Further Analysis may be needed 

LOW These elements /elevations are low and or have a negative impact to the historic fabric. 

1.5 Limitations 
Limited access to the roof of the main house. No access to No1 Manor Cottage. No access to WRO 

1.6 Copyright 
Rock Davidson Associates  shall retain full copyright of any commissioned reports, tender documents 

or other project documents, under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 with all rights 

reserved; excepting that it hereby provides permission to the client and the Council for the use of 

the report by the client and the Council relating to any planning matters and to use the 

documentation for their statutory functions and to provide copies of it to third parties as an 

incidental to such functions.  This document has been prepared for the stated purpose in accordance 

with the Agreement under which our services were commissioned and should not be used for any 

other purpose without the prior written consent of RDA. No Liability to third parties is accepted for 

advice and statements made in this report. The facts contained within are written to the best of our 

knowledge with resources available. RDA reports are deposited with the local HER and Archaeology 

Data Base Library. All photographs by RDA unless otherwise stated. 

https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/statements-heritage-significance-advice-note-12/heag279-statements-heritage-significance/
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/statements-heritage-significance-advice-note-12/heag279-statements-heritage-significance/
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/publications/conservation-principles-sustainable-management-historic-environment/
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2 The Site & Constraints 
1 and 2 Manor Farm Cottages Atch Lench Worcestershire WR11 4SW 

1 and 2 Manor Farm Cottages Atch Lench Worcestershire WR11 4SW 

2.1 Location 
Name: 1 and 2 Manor Farm Cottages Atch Lench Worcestershire WR11 4SW 

Designation: Grade II Listed  

Atch Letch Conservation Area 

LPA : Wychavon  District Council Worcestershire 
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Wychavon  District Council Worcestershire The Lenches Location Map 

The parish of Church Lench is made up of the village of Church Lench itself, and three hamlets: Ab 

Lench, Atch Lench and Sheriffs Lench. Church Lench was mentioned in the domesday book. 

The parish of South Lenches comprises four distinct settlements – the village of Church Lench and 

the hamlets of Ab Lench, Atch Lench and Sheriffs Lench. The settlements stand on a ridge which 

forms the northern boundary of the Vale of Evesham surrounded by farmland, woodland and 

orchards. The parish has approximately 309 dwellings and a population of about 600. 

Church Lench has been in existence for more than one thousand years and is mentioned in the 

Domesday Book. The settlements of that time belonged to the Great Abbey of Evesham and All 

Saints Church in the village has origins dating back to Saxon and Norman times. 

Church Lench has several important facilities including the Church, a Church of England First School, 

Lenches Pre-School, a Village Hall (completed in 2007), a sports field, tennis courts, a children’s 

playground and a social club, i.e., the Lenches Club. 

https://www.southlenchesparishcouncil.org/your-council/about-the-south-lenches/ 

The villages in the South Lenches Parish are officially situated in what is defined in the County 

Landscape Character Assessment as a ‘Timberland Plateau Area’. Such an area is defined as follows: 

“The settlement pattern is a variable one of dispersed farms and hamlets with occasional villages or 

wayside cottages”. Official Landscape guidelines for such an area say it is important to “maintain the 

characteristic dispersed settlement pattern, avoiding the formation of pronounced settlement 

nuclei”. All of the villages have a predominantly linear settlement pattern with dwellings running 

along the main roads through the villages. In Church Lench, the main ‘settlement nucleus’ is the 

centre of the village around the Conservation Area, including The Croft. Linear development is 

predominantly along Evesham Road, Ab Lench Road, Low Road and Atch Lench Road. Atch Lench, Ab 

Lench and Sherriff’s Lench are all linear developments. Ref 

https://www.southlenchesparishcouncil.org/ 

https://www.southlenchesparishcouncil.org/your-council/about-the-south-lenches/
https://www.southlenchesparishcouncil.org/
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2.2 Planning Search 
1 and 2 Manor Farm Cottages Atch Lench Worcestershire WR11 4SW 
RDA carried out an online planning search for 1 and 2 Manor Farm Cottages . One application was 

found for alterations to windows as part of repairs after fire in 1983 83/00328 and W/10/00742/LB 

to match existing although in the owners archive there is reference to planning permission 1989 

Planning refused for new house beside 2 Manor Cottage, and building regulation consent granted for 

improvements in 1967 

2.3 Background to Listed Building Consent and the NPPF 
Since the introduction of Planning Policy Statement 5 (PPS5): Planning and the Historic Environment 

in March 2010, any application affecting heritage assets needs to include an assessment of the 

significance of the asset and its setting. This is now outlined in the National Planning Policy 

Framework with para.189 of particular relevance. 

Listed building consent is required for all alterations to listed buildings and their interiors 

irrespective of their grade or category of listing. It is also required for alterations to any object or 

structures which lies within the grounds of curtilage of a listed building and which was constructed 

before 1 July 1948. This may be taken to include Garden walls, sundials, dovecotes and other such 

objects and structures as well as buildings, which are ancillary to the principal building, not 

separated from it, and were so at the time of listing. Listing celebrates a building's special 

architectural and historic interest, it is under the consideration of the planning system, so that it can 

be protected for future generations. The older a building is, the more likely it is to be listed. All 

buildings built before 1700 which survive in anything like their original condition are listed, as are 

most of those built between 1700 and 1840. Particularly careful selection is required for buildings 

from the period after 1945. Usually a building must be over 30 years old to be eligible for listing.  

Categories of listed buildings: 

Grade I buildings are of exceptional interest, (2.5% of listed buildings) 

Grade II* buildings are particularly important buildings of more than special interest; (*5.5% of listed 

buildings)  

Grade II buildings are of special interest; (92% of all listed buildings), the most likely grade of listing 

for a home owner.  

Listing covers a whole building, including the interior, unless parts of it are specifically excluded in 

the list description. It can also cover other attached structures and fixtures, later extensions or 

additions and Pre-1948 buildings on land attached to the building. (In the planning system, the term 

‘curtilage’ is used to describe this attached land.) 

Because all listed buildings are different and unique, what is actually covered by a listing can vary 

quite widely. [Historic England] 

It is a common misconception that only the exterior of a building is protected; the protection 

extends to both the interior and exterior of the property. Protection also extends to curtilage-listed 

http://www.surveysyork.co.uk/articles-listed-building-faq.html#curtilage
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buildings or structures. The List description itself is only a guide. “The entry in the statutory list 

contains a description of each building to aid identification. This can be just a description of the 

building and its features, but more modern entries will set out a summary of the assessment of 

special interest in the building at the time of designation. However, descriptions are not a 

comprehensive or exclusive record of the special interest or significance of the building and the 

amount of information in the description varies considerably.” 

[Reference https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/hpg/has/listed-buildings/ ] 

Section 66 Planning Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas Act 1990 England imposes “ a general 

duty as respects listed buildings in exercise of planning functions” and “ in considering whether to 

grant permission for development which affects a listed building or it setting, the LPA or, as the case 

may be the Secretary of State shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building 

or setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses” It is against 

the law to make changes to a listed building without listed building consent . 

In determining applications, LPAs should require an applicant to describe the  significance of any 

heritage assets including any contribution made by their setting, but this should be proportionate to 

the assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the 

proposal on their significance (ref. paragraph 189). Paragraph 192 requires LPAs to take account of: 

a) the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets  and putting them

to viable uses consistent with their conservation;

b) the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to  sustainable

communities, including their economic viability; and

c) the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local  character and

distinctiveness.

Paragraph 193 requires great weight to be given to the conservation of heritage  assets. For heritage 

policy, ‘conservation’ means “The process of maintaining and managing change to a heritage asset in 

a way that sustains and, where appropriate, enhances its significance.” (ref. Glossary at Annex 2) 

Paragraph 196 goes on to saythat “Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial 

harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the 

public benefits of the proposal including, where appropriate, securing its optimum viable use.” 

2.4 The Sites Listed Building Description 
1 and 2 Manor Farm Cottages Atch Lench Worcestershire WR11 4SW 
List Entry Number: 117968    Date first listed: 30-Jul-1959 

Date of most recent amendment: 28-Jun-1985 

Statutory Address: MANOR FARM COTTAGES, 1 AND 2 

County: Worcestershire District: Wychavon (District Authority) 

http://historicengland.org.uk/advice/hpg/hpr-definitions/s/536524/
https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/hpg/has/listed-buildings/
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Parish: Church Lench National Grid Reference: SP 03298 50836 

Manor Farm Cottages (Nos 1 & 2) [formerly listed as Cottage 30.7.59 95 yards NWN of Baptist 

Chapel on S side of road) 

GV II 

House, now two houses. C15 with C16 alterations, restored following fire in 1983. Timber-frame 

with rendered infill on lias plinth, thatched roof. Three framed bays aligned east/west, stack at west 

end of east bay with two diamond- plan brick shafts. One storey with attic lit by three eyebrow 

dormers; three 2-light casements to ground floor; entrances to right and left approached by steps 

have C20 ledged doors. Framing: variety of large and small square panels, cruck truss in east gable, 

west gable weatherboarded. (Medieval Archaeology, Vol 28 (1984), p 222). 

Listing NGR: SP0329850836 

Sources : Books and journals 'Medieval Archaeology' in Medieval Archaeology, , Vol. 28, (1984), 222 

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1179684 

Ordnance Survey Licence number 100024900. 

“52 ATCH LENCH (SP 0334 5083). B. Watson reports that a survey of Manor Farm Cottages after their 

destruction by fire in 1983 revealed that the building had originally been a fourbay medieval hall, 

supported by five pairs of symmetrical cruck blades. The hall is thought to have been erected before 

1450”. Ref p222 Medieval Archeology 1984 SUSAN M. YOUNGS, JOHN CLARK AND T. B. BARRY [See 

Appendices] RDA Note: B Watson may have drawn the plan and West elevation in the Appendices. 

Signed Bruce. Bruce Watson is an archaeologist who did some work in Worcestershire in the 1980s. 

HER do not have a copy of this survey. 

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1179684
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2.5 Neighbouring Listed Buildings 

The Manor House, The Sett, Long Close and The Baptist Church are all neighbouring Listed Buildings 

 RDA Note: The Manor House C18 was the main house for Manor Farm in the C18 and C19. It was 

sold in 1960s and a bungalow built in 1970. Barn End was also sold and converted. Manor Farm 

Cottages were part of this farmstead, No 2 still being in the ownership of Manor Farm. Manor Farm 

itself has lost the majority of its farm buildings including a threshing barn in the 1960s[Historic 

Photos] but still retains a C18/C19 Open Cowshed/Shelter Shed and part of a Granary building.  

Rear of Manor House view from roadside Former Foldyard/Court Yard Manor Farm 
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2.6 Conservation Area 
Atch Lench Conservation Area Wychavon District 

3 Setting and Vistas 

3.1 Historical Background –The Lenches 
The Village of Church Lench and hamlets have a fine elevated position on the brow of the Lench 

Hills. 

Atch Lench 

Until the dissolution of the monasteries in 1539, Atch Lench Manor belonged to Evesham Abbey. In 

1542 Henry VIII granted the manor to the Dean and Chapter of Westminster. 

In 1553 Queen Mary re-founded the Abbey of Westminster re-endowing it with the Manor of Atch 

Lench and other lands. In 1559 the Westminster Abbey was dissolved under Queen Elizabeth I and 

the manor was returned to the Dean and Chapter of Westminster. 

During the Commonwealth the lands were sequestrated and sold in 1652 to Sir Cheney Culpepper of 

Hollingbourne Kent. After the Restoration (1660) the lands were returned to the Dean and Chapter 

of Westminster. 

By 1770 Heming Bomford was the major copyhold tenant (holding his land by copy of the Court 

Roll). In 1828 at Heming Bomford’’s death, his sons, Joseph, Thomas and Benjamin became joint 

tenants of their fathers lands (living at Manor Farm, Court Farm and Firs Farm respectively). In the 

1860s as the Dean and Chapter of Westminster ceased to be the Lords of the Manor, the Bomfords 

enfranchised their Farms and less than 20 years later sold them to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. 

Some of the Bomford family continued to occupy the land as tenants. 

https://www.thelenches.org.uk/history-of-the-lenches.html 

 ‘The Buildings of England’ the updated Pevsner series Worcestershire describes Atch Lench as:- 

“Three outlying hamlets also display some timber framing, the best at ATCH LENCH, 2/3m ESE. Here 

a good group of thatched cottages, the largest two containing C15-C16 crucks: at MANOR FARM 

COTTAGES, S side , originally separate cottages, with later infill, one spindly pair can be seen in the 

W gable-end, at the other N side, crucks are only visible inside. A smaller cottage has a massive W 

gable stack, of Lias. Further E, opposite the brick C18-C19 MANOR HOUSE a former BAPTIST CHAPEL 

of 1829. Red Brick, the gabled S entrance front with two tiers   of segment-headed windows and 

round arched doorway…….survived conversion to a house 2005-6 

[Ref ‘The Buildings of England’ Worcestershire Pevsner/Brooks 2008] 

https://www.thelenches.org.uk/history-of-the-lenches.html
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3.2 Current Setting Photographic Views 

West End Gable View Manor Farm Cotts Manor Barn / Manor Farm Cotts/The Sett 

Long Close Cottage Manor Barn 

View Opposite Manor Farm Cottages The Hollins 
and Willow Cottage 

Rear view of Manor House seen from Road 
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4 Assessment 2 Manor Farm Cottage 

4.1 Scope of Assessment 
This report contains an analysis of the significance of the history and character of the building known 
as 2 Manor Farm Cottages Atch Lench Worcestershire WR11 4SW 
Any justification for proposed works and their impact on the special character of this listed building 

or structure and its setting could be issued as a separate document but should be read in 

conjunction and always with reference to this Assessment. 

4.2 Map Regression 
An analysis of historic mapping and available historical photographs [See Section 4.4] was carried out 

by RDA. Earliest map found [access to the WRO not possible] was the 1840 Enclosure Map/Tithe: 

Plots 62 Henley Close, 63, 64, 65, 66 House, Cottage and Gardens, {Manor Farm Cottages]  67 

Orchard. Bomford Heming Late Roberts Copyhold. Most of the Fields /Plots were Heming Bomford.  

Plot 64 is Manor House. By the 1st and 2nd Edition OS map 1886 1904 there are more farm buildings 

depicted in the farmyard. The OS map of 1971 shows the alterations of the farm yard, a bungalow 

built for Manor Farm, opposite Manor Farm Cottages Atch Lench Cottages have been built. Satellite 

Image shows additional modern barns to farm yard. 

Extracts from Maps 

1840 Map copied from 1812 Map William Womack Parish of Church Lench 
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1st Edition 1886 OS map Worcs XXXV 

Revised 1903 Worcs XXXV,15 Church Lench Harvington  Courtesy NLS 
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OS 1971 Extract 2021 Satellite Image 

4.3 Historical research 
A brief historical analysis of past owners and events was carried out by RDA via a desk based internet 

search and from the owners own archives. Some photographs were donated by neighbours. RDA 

also carried out a National Archive of Historical Newspapers search. [BNA] 

Chronological List 

1542 Lands owned by Dean Chapter of Westminster 

1770 Hemming Bomford – sons inherited Manor Farm/ Court Farm and Firs Farm 

1828 Hemming Bomford Sons inherit 

1840 Plots on Parish Map Copyhold Hemming Bomfords 

1851 Census Manor Farm Joseph Bomford Thomas Bomford Farmer 216 Acres 

1851 Census Manor Farm Cottages tenants Molly Day and Sammy Willis 

1860s Bomfords ceased to be Lords of the Manor but some Bomfords continued to occupy land as 

tenants. 

1880s Land sold to ecclesiastical Commissioners 

1962 Manor Farm Auction July 18th 1962 Northwick Arms Hotel Evesham, Georgian Farmhouse; Hall, 

Lounge, Dining Room, Kitchen, Dairy, Office 6 Bedrooms, Bathroom,  Farm Buildings, cattle yards 

with tying for 33, Barns, Stable, modern Dutch Barn and Sheep dipping treatment, Poultry houses, 

X3 Cottages. Farm arranged around X2 yards, brick and weathered boarded Barn under tiled roof, x2 

enclosed steel framed implement stores, covered feeding Alley, X2 Cattle Yards, another Barn of 

brick construction under tiled roof opening directly to roadway adjoining one cattle yard. X4 brick 

and tiled loose boxes.etc [See PDF Auction 1963 in Appendices] Land 161 Acres. House Gardens and 

Manor Cottage, Part of Atch Lench Woods. Parcel of Land as site of residential development 
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permission given in 1959  

1962 Manor Farm and Cottages in ownership of Freeman Family [See Auction Appendices] 

1967 approx. Freeman Family own Manor Farm House, Farm and Cottages and restored the 

dilapidated cottages 1 and 2. The cottages were used by family and rented out 

1970 Permission granted to build a Bungalow on site and Manor House was sold 

1981/2 Manor Barn was converted for Freeman Family. Sold in 2011 

1983 Thatch caught fire and roof was destroyed 1 and 2 Manor Farm Cottages. Cottages were rented 

2015 No1 Manor Farm Cottage sold  

4.4 Historical Photographs & Analysis of Phasing 
A search for historical photographs was made within the timescale and scope of this report. Some 

date from the 19th century and some from the personal archive of the owners of No 2 show the 

changes over time in the 20th century to both No 1 and 2. There are some useful aerial photographs 

courtesy of the village inhabitants. 

19th Century 

Analysis : This photograph shows both cottages habitable with x2 roadside entrances. The timber 
frame is limewashed , the thatch roof has a small dormer to No1 ; the stone wall of the chimney 
stack is visible protruding like it does today in No2 . No 2 has a ground floor casement window but 
no upper floor window; the small square fires window* is visible. The other recess square is the end 
of the bressumer beam. There is a small thatched building[hovel] in the plot adjacent 
*A fire window is a ventilation hole in the wall also positioned to provide light to the hearth area.
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Analysis: This postcard late C19 shows both cottages habitable with x2 roadside entrances. The 
timber frame is limewashed , the thatch roof has a small dormer to No1 ; the stone wall of the 
chimney stack is visible protruding like it does today in No2 . No 2 has a ground floor casement 
window but no upper floor window; the small square fire window is visible. End of the bressumer 
beam also visible.There is a small thatched building[hovel] in the plot adjacent 

Analysis: West view of cruck end of No 2 with upper window. Small hovel building in foreground. 
Cottages are  limewashed unlike The Sett in the foreground. Brick barn seen beside No1. 
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Circa 1910-1920 Postcard 

 
Circa 1910-1920 Postcard [Approx dating due to the type of car parked in the distance].  
Analysis : Manor Farm Cottages now have two dormers in the thatch roof. Black painted timbers. 
Painted stone work from chimney stack still protruding. The small square fire window is visible. End 
of the bressumer beam also visible. 
 

Aerial Photo circa 1950-1960 

 
Analysis: Aerial View shows rear of Manor Farm Cottages with deteriorated thatch roof and 
attached wing of a barn [ since demolished See 1960s]. Manor Farm has x2 yards with threshing barn 
with timber framed gable[ since demolished] attached to Granary. Open Cart/Cowshed still stands 
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1960s Owners Archive Photographs 

 
Analysis: West View with Cruck and Timber Framing. Window to upper floor. Protruding *garderobe 
with capped roof to ground floor or possible reduced chimney stack? [since demolished] Barn with 
tiled roof attached and weather boarded  to rear of No 2 cottage [Demolished in circa 1967]  
*Garderobe was sometimes a latrine but also a lockable place/cupboard where items were stored 

 

 
 

 

Analysis: West View with Cruck and 
timber framing Window to upper floor 
and lower, in stone walling 

Analysis: To rear of the Cottages used as farmyard with 
cows. Barn attached is shelter shed. Only the middle of 
the cottages appear habitable with small dormer and 3 
light window 
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Analysis: To rear of the Cottages used as farmyard with cows. Only the middle of the cottages 
appear bearly habitable with small dormer and 3 light window. No 1 rear and side is weather 
boarded on a brick plinth wall. 

Analysis: East end view of No 1 exposed timber framing; lias stone plinth 
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Analysis: View towards brick barn. Ground floor stone walling in panels and chimney stack with 
small fire window and end of bressumer beam visible. 
 

 
Analysis: View of No 2 with West end Cruck clearly with stone walling. Wattle & Daub panel above 
front entrance. Stone panels and wall of chimney stack to lower floor; x1 window ground floor, x1 
dormer in thatch. 
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Circa 1967 building regulation consent granted for improvements in 1967 [See 2.2] 

Analysis: Weatherboarding removed  No 1and timber panels re rendered. Stone walling appears to 
have also been rendered. Rendering all probably in cement not lime. Weather boarding to end gable 
repaired or replace; casement window inserted ground floor. Re thatching and two dormers to 
eaves; new windows. Steps removed and repair to stone lias plinth walling. Entrance doorways 
appear to remain in same position. Small fire window and end of bressumer beam still remain. 

Analysis: West end with cruck. Attached barn removed and kitchen extension added; rendered wall 
with x3 light casement. Stone walling to ground floor seems to have been removed and panelling 
exposed or timbers added. Plinth wall with sill beam added? New windows to Ground floor and 
upper in similar position to earlier photos. 
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Analysis: rear elevations of both cottages. X4 dormers added in roof and re thatching. 
Weatherboarding removed from rear and timber panelling exposed and filled and rendered. Ground 
floor windows and doors added. Rear kitchen extension to No 2 

Circa 1970. Renovations complete 

Analysis: Ground floor and side west painted black and white. New Barn in distance to rear. 
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Circa 1970s Aerial View  

Analysis: Manor Farm Cottages recent renovations complete. Bungalow built 1970 in farm 
yard.Manor House to the right New barns behind the cottages. C18 Granary with threshing barn still 
intact. C18 Cow/shelter shed to end of yard  

Circa 1980s Aerial View Village 

Analysis: Manor Farm and Cottages circled red Analysis: Threshing Barn now demolished. Granary 
and Cow House still remain 
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1983 Fire Damage 

“Two black and white cottages believed to be 
among the oldest in Worcestershire were 
gutted in a mystery New Years Day fire. The 
fire broke out at 1.30a.m. in a store shed 
behind the 500 year old Manor Farm cottages 
standing beside the main village at Atch Lench. 
It quickly spread to the thatched roofs and it 
took four fire crews several hours to bring it 
under control. The alarm was raised by Mrs 
Margaret Welch who was living in one of the 
cottages ….the other cottage was tenanted by 
Mr and Mrs Smith who were visiting friends in 
Bristol.” The Journal Jan 6th 1983 

Analysis: Fire damage to all of roof. Note the charred Cruck blade apex joint with short king post 
strut to Cruck blade 4. Cruck Blade 5 intact on side elevation. It is possible to count the Crucks and 
see the chimney stack in the cross passage. Photograph Courtsey of neighbour in village 
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Analysis: Fire damage to all of roof. Note the charred Cruck blade with king post strut to Cruck blade 
4. Cruck Blade 5 intact on side elevation with x2 casement windows. It is possible to count the 5
crucks and see the chimney stack in the cross passage The side wall of kitchen extension survives.

Ref Omnia Manor Farm Cottages Atch Lench 1983 Image Archaeology Data Service 
Analysis: Front elevations survive with windows. Roof and dormers destroyed. Possible to make out 
the 5 Cruck blades 
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Ref Omnia Manor Farm Cottages Atch Lench 1983 
Image Archaeology Data Service 

Analysis: Cruck blades charred 1-3 view from east 
end. Weatherboarding survived with x2 casement 
windows 

Ref Omnia Manor Farm Cottages Atch Lench 
1983 Image Archaeology Data Service 
Analysis: Cruck blades No1 charred. 
Modern blockwork from 1967 renovations 
visible 

1984 Repair and restoration in progress 

Analysis: re thatching the roof but changing the dormers to front elevations 
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2021 For Comparison 

4.5 Phasing Conjecture of Main Buildings 
Similar Cruck blades with apex joints with short king posts have been dated to 1335d in 

Mapledurham Oxfordshire. Also, Phoenix Cottage Stoneleigh Warwickshire was dendro dated to 

1480d has a similar end gable cruck blade. These cottages at Atch Lench are believed to be ‘true’ 

crucks and could date from as early as the 14th century. It might be possible for some 

dendrochronology to be carried out on this building however the fire damage may make this 

impossible. It is likely this was originally a small mediaeval hall house that had a chimney stack 

inserted in the smoke bay or cross passage at a later date during the great re building in the 16th 

century.[See illustration below]The 4 bay cottage probably then became a lobby entrance at the rear 

and where there is now a void was probably where a winder staircase was located by the side of the 

stack. [Ref F17 Plans Recording Timber Frame Buildings-Illustrated Glossary Practical Handbook No 5 

1996]  In the 17th century the building was most likely the main farm house with some outbuildings 

to the rear, including a possible 17th century threshing barn [now demolished] In the 18th century a 

bigger grander farm house [Manor House] was built on the site and included the brick buildings of a 

granary and open cart/cow house [that still exist today] The barn on the roadside is likely to date 

from the early 19th century [converted in the 1980s] and was another addition. The cottages were 

then probably used by farm labourers in the 19th century as evidenced in the 19th photographs. In 

the early 20th century they still appear to house tenants/farm workers. In the mid-20th century 

probably after WWII the cottages fell into disrepair and appear to be partly used for livestock, as 

evidenced in photographs of the time in the 1960s. In 1967 they were restored, unfortunately with a 

lot of non-traditional materials as was common during this time. After the fire they were again 
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restored and although traditional materials and methods were beginning to be known about with 

the conservation movement, again non-traditional materials were used e.g. wood wool panels, hard 

cement render, Carlite browning plaster, foil  backed plaster board etc. This is evident via the 

Schedule of Works and Builders invoice in the owners archive of 1984 [See Appendices] All timber 

windows and doors were replaced in 1967, and further like for like replacements were approved in 

1984. Surviving features of note are the stone walling to the front elevation on No 2 with the small 

fire window and end of the bressumer beam of the large inglenook fireplace. All surviving Cruck 

blades, even though charred in the roof space. The large inglenook fire with large bressumer beam 

and stone chimney stack. Note: the inserted fire piece constructed from salvaged stone appears to 

date from the 1960s-1980s and may well have been built from stone removed on the west gable 

end.  

‘The development of chimneys.’ In an medieval 
hall house there may have been a smoke bay 
and it had a short bay all to itself, but it is easy 
to confuse this with a chimney which has been 
inserted into a pre-existing smoke bay or 
medieval cross passage.  
[Ref Harris Timber Frame Buildings] 

Also See Appendices as Evidence 

Feb 1983 R A Davis Architect Plan and Schedule of Works Manor Farm Cotts Atch Lench 

Ground Plan 1983 signed Bruce High Res pdf 

Side Elevation 1983 Plan signed Bruce High res pdf 

Invoice 1984 materials Morris Builder for Repairs 

Simon Holloway Thatcher Schedule of Work Manor Farm Cottages March 1983 
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5. Current Photographic Record and Descriptions Building Recording Level

2-3 2 Manor Farm Cottages Atch Lench Worcestershire WR11 4SW[with

Significance Levels]
RDA assessed 2 Manor Farm Cottages Atch Lench Worcestershire WR11 4SW 
to an equivalent of a Level 2-3 Building Recording Photographic Survey with some analysis of the 

phasing and significant interior details by surveying and using appropriate books and websites. [Ref 

Historic England Understanding Historic Buildings  A Guide to Good Recording Practice Historic 

England  May 2016] 

A  LEVEL 1 is essentially a basic visual record, supplemented by the minimum of information needed 

to identify the building’s location, age and type. This is the simplest record, and it will not 

normally be an end in itself, but will be contributory to a wider study. Typically it will be  

undertaken when the objective is to gather basic information about a large number of buildings – for 

statistical sampling, for area assessments to identify buildings for planning purposes, and whenever 

resources are limited and much ground has to be covered in a short time. It may also serve to  

identify buildings requiring more detailed attention at a later date. Level 1 surveys will generally be 

of exteriors only, though the interior of a building may sometimes be seen in order to make a 

superficial inspection and to note significant features.  

As any future proposals may affect the interior RDA assessed the Building for significance at an 
equivalent of a Level 2-3  

LEVEL 2 This is a descriptive record, made in similar circumstances to Level 1 but when more 
information is needed. It may be made of a building which is judged not to require a more detailed 
record, or it may serve to gather data for a wider project. Both the exterior and interior of the 
building will be seen, described and photographed. The examination of the building will produce an 
analysis of its development and use and the record will include the conclusions reached, but it will 
not discuss in detail the evidence on which this analysis is based. A plan and sometimes other 
drawings may be made but the drawn record will normally not be comprehensive and may be 
tailored to the scope of a wider project  

LEVEL 3 Is an analytical record, and will comprise an introductory description followed by a 

systematic account of the building’s origins, development and use. The record will include an 

account of the evidence on which the analysis has been based, allowing the validity of the record to 

be re-examined in detail. It will also include all drawn and photographic records that may be 

required to illustrate the building’s appearance and structure and to support an historical analysis 

[Ref HE Understanding Historic Buildings  A Guide to Good Recording Practice Historic England  May 

2016] 

In order to identify the significance of a place, it is necessary first to understand its fabric, and how 

and why it has changed over time; and then to consider: who values the place, and why they do so; 

how those values relate to its fabric; their relative importance; whether associated objects 

contribute to them; the contribution made by the setting and context of the place; how the place 

compares with others sharing similar values.[Ref Conservation Principles English Heritage/Historic 

England p21] 
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A significance level has been added for guidance based on Conservation Principles, English Heritage, 

2008 p72  https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/conservation-principles-

sustainable-management-historic-environment/ 

KEY to Significance Levels 

HIGH Elements and elevations are historically and architecturally significant 

MEDIUM Elements and elevations are later additions but some may have historical, architectural, 
community significance 

UNKNOWN Further Analysis may be needed 

LOW These elements /elevations are low and or have a negative impact to the historic fabric. 

5.1 Exterior Main Building 
Photo North Front Elevations. 

Front Elevation  
Written Description NORTH  ELEVATIONS [See also List Description Section 2.4] 

North/ front elevation; 2 Manor Farm cottage is one of two cottages [Front Elevation and Photo A] 

that were originally one open medieval hall possibly c1450. Timber framed cruck construction, x5 

pairs of cruck blades; comprising four bays; number 2 comprised of two bays, one enclosing the 

smaller smoke bay and the other the larger end bay. Cruck blades are visible within the house and 

on the end gable. The cottage roof is thatched [re thatched after fire in 1984] with Norfolk Reed with 

heavy ridge; two diamond shaped brick chimneys are visible above roof line;(Photo B) the top 6 

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/publications/conservation-principles-sustainable-management-historic-environment/
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/conservation-principles-sustainable-management-historic-environment/
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/conservation-principles-sustainable-management-historic-environment/
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courses have been altered [evidence 1984] and both chimneys have two sets of corbels separated by 

three and four courses; lower courses of brick with thin smaller bricks suggest a much earlier date, 

possibly C16, (2 inches high by depth 4 inches length 9 inches ) chimneys have brick cogging at roof 

level;   both chimney stacks have slate on top simple openings, to stack. Eyebrow dormer at eaves 

[altered in 1984] with 2 pairs of replacement 1980s casement windows; set in frame; first floor is of 

large and small square panels; timbering painted black at ground floor level; although framing 

appears to be timber and infill at first glance; is in fact stone walling to the front elevation [see photo 

below] with the small fire window glazed with perspex, and end of the bressumer beam of the large 

inglenook fireplace; (Photo C) this is of cement render over lias stone which has had the  frame 

painted to give the appearance of continuing the timber framing at ground level. Two casement 

windows set in stonewalling; frame and wall sits on rebuilt liars stone plinth, and rebuilt lias and 

concrete steps to replacement circa 1960s front door [Photo A & D] adjacent to door GF more 

rendering to a stone wall with horizontal black painted false timber. Above FF infill panels of 

woodwool cement rendered in 1967. 

In cruck construction , pairs of stout inclined timber members space of intervals along the building 

collected roof loads by means of ridge and side purlins,  and wall plates and transmitted them to the 

ground or sill. Each cruck truss consisted of the two inclined cruck blades together with one or more 

horizontal members acting as tie beam or collar.The tie beam normally projected beyond the blades 

no two to carry wall plates , the collar sometimes projected to help carry the side purlins the yoke in 

some cases needed to support the ridge purlins. The blades were often sawn from a single tree trunk 

to make a matching pair, but might be straight or more distinctly elbowed but are usually tapered 

and slightly curved from base to apex.   [Ref Cruck Construction Houses and Cottages of Britain. R W 

Brunskill] 

Front Elevation shading in RED showing rendered stonework/false painted panels 
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A few Photo Details of Exterior Elevations 

[Photo A] liars stone and concrete steps to front 
door 

[Photo B] two diamond shaped brick chimneys 

Photo C stone walling to the front elevation rendered and protruding/painted black false timbers 
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[Photo C] End of the bressumer beam and Small fire 
window opening with Perspex  

[Photo D] rendering to stone wall with horizontal 
black painted false timber. Timber sill probably a 
replacement 

 Significance Levels  North  Elevations 

LEVEL Elements/ Fabric REASON 

HIGH  All main structural elevations are significant.

 All remaining Cruck frames including charred
from fire

 Original Timber Frame

 Small fire window opening and end of the
bressumer beam

 Brick Diamond Chimney Stacks

 Stone walling underneath cement render

GDII Listed Building 
Original Architectural 
features 

MEDIUM  Thatched Roof 1984

 New Roof timbers replaced from fire 1984

 Front door

Later Phasing 
Later Phasing 
Later Phasing 

UNKNOWN  Painted Black timbers Is this low or seen as a 
fashion? 

LOW  Woodwool infill panels

 Cement Render to panels

 Cement render to Lias Stone walling

 Poor window replacements

 fire window glazing with perspex

Not of Architectural merit 
Or traditional material 
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Photo West End Gable Elevations. 

[Photo A] End gable elevation and the 
cruck blades 

[Photo B] framing square panels; wood wall cement 
rendered 

*woodwool panels/slabs were often used in the 1970s-80s and were/are wood fibres then mixed

with cement binding agent. They are still manufactured today https://www.savolit.co.uk/ They are

mentioned in the 1984 Builders Invoice in Appendices. As is Wykamol an additive for sand and

cement renders

Written Description WEST ELEVATIONS [See also List Description Section 2.4] 

At the end gable elevation the cruck blades [Photo A/B] with collar and framing are visible; collar 

appears to be  half lap joint to cruck blades with ends running beyond blade; spurs to wall plate to 

front and rear.[Photo C] Infill between blades of timber framing of square panels; infill woodwool 

slabs cement rendered 1967/1984 to sill beam[Photo B], casement window inserted in panel to 

ground floor [Photo B] ; photographic evidence suggest that panels have been adapted in 

1967/1984 and originally had a casement window to 2nd floor and the panels ran to top of GF stone 

wall although may have run behind wall ; right hand cruck blade visible running to sill left now is 

scarf jointed ; timber framing now to ground floor walls; photographic evidence pre 1960s  show this 

was stone walling. Note: enclosing walls of cruck buildings could have been of any material, earlier 

cruck frame buildings have wall of earth or turf ; Later timber frame walls were used and these have 

been known  replaced by stone or brick which could conceal the timber frame wall and only be 

cladding to a set of cruck trusses. No yoke or saddle at apex. [Photo B] Cruck is open at eaves, but 

photographic evidence suggest there was a saddle and short king post as is evident today at the 

internal truss. Cruck blades are now sitting on sill beam on a DPC; below is a stone lias plinth.[Photo 

D] Outshut of 1967 to rear continues framing and panels with spur and wall plate tying into cruck

blade, sitting on sill plate with DPC with cement rendered breeze block plinth [Photo E]

https://www.savolit.co.uk/
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A few Photo Details of Exterior Elevations 

[Photo C] spurs to wall plate to front and rear. [Photo D] sill beam on a DPC/ stone lias plinth 

[Photo E] cruck blade sitting on sill plate with DPC with cement rendered breeze block plinth of 
outshut of 1967 
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Significance Levels  West Elevations 

LEVEL Elements/ Fabric REASON 

HIGH  All main structural elevations are significant.

 All remaining Cruck frames including charred
from fire

 Original Timber Frame

 Possible reuse using original fabric in 1967

GDII Listed Building 
Original Architectural 
features 

MEDIUM  Alterations to timber frame at Ground level in
1967

 Rebuilding Lias plinth in 1967 reuse of original
stone

Later Phasing 

UNKNOWN 

LOW  Woodwool infill panels

 Cement Render to panels

 Block work Plinth /Cement render on Outshot

 Expanded foam

 Poor window replacements

Not of Architectural merit 
Or traditional material 

Photo South  Rear  Elevations. 

Rear Elevation Photo A 
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South elevation. (Rear). (Photo A ) South roof is thatched with heavy ridge; two diamond shaped 

brick chimneys; the top 6 courses have been replaced and both chimneys have two sets of corbels 

separated by three and four courses; lower courses of brick thin smaller bricks suggest an earlier 

date(2 inches high by depth 4 inches length 9 inches )brick cogging at roof level;   both chimney 

stacks have slate on top of simple openings. Eyebrow dormer’s at 2nd floor Level. Three dormer’s 

installed in 1967 and reconfigured in shape in 1984;There is a continuous outshut roof to left  that 

runs over small kitchen extension; dormer with 2 light casement window in dormer to right all 

replaced in 1980s . Dormers changed in 1980s; replaced due to fire timber wall plate runs beneath 

dormers at eaves. At ground floor level the cottage has a timber stable style; door single light to top 

and cat flap to bottom; 2 light timber casement window to right side; frame is sitting on stone lias 

plinth which was rendered in 1967; x2 concrete steps to garden area. Wall frame made up of square 

panels; photograph of renovations in 1967 show all being equal and regular spacings for infill that 

were cement rendered. Kitchen outshut of 1967 extension cement rendered block or brick; airbrick; 

Triple casement window each with X3 lights has timber lintel above;  posts visible on either front 

corners, are sitting on rendered brick plinth. 

Significance Levels South Elevations 

LEVEL Elements/ Fabric REASON 

HIGH  All main structural elevations are significant.

 All remaining Cruck frames including charred
from fire

 Original Timber Frame

 Possible reuse using original fabric in 1967

GDII Listed Building 
Original Architectural 
features 

MEDIUM  Alterations to timber frame at Ground level in
1967 for Kitchen Extension Outshut

Later Phasing 

UNKNOWN 

LOW  Woodwool infill panels

 Cement Render to panels

 Block work /Cement render on Outshot

 Use of Expanded foam

 Poor window replacements

 Stable Style Rear Door

Not of Architectural merit 
Or traditional material 
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5.2 Interior: Main Building and note of significant features 

5.2.1 GROUND FLOOR: 

Annotated Floor Plan, Rooms Labelled for reference; do not scale off this drawing 

Interior: ground floor room is 
original 1st Bay; [between Cruck 5 
and 4] as described in survey 
drawing 1983 in Appendices [See 
red squares] Flooring Cement 
screed. 
There is a bathroom off a rear 
lobby and a kitchen outshut built 
in 1967 and restored after fire in 
1984 to rear elevation. The living 
room is to front and is entered via 
the front door via steps from the 
road. 
Contemporary fittings and doors 
to bathroom and kitchen. 
Contemporary timber open tread 
staircase to First floor 

Ground Floor Written descriptions 

Cruck blade visible on front wall in line [Photo A] with cruck blade in passageway; [Photo K] 

evidence of mortice hole [Photo K];  recessed timber evidence tie beam at ceiling level which has 

been removed (Photo B); cruck blade runs into base of external wall at both sides. The Living Room 

has stone/brick large inglenook fire place [Photo B] in smoke Bay [Cruck 4 and 3 as described in 

survey drawing 1983 in Appendices]  back wall ; stone/side walls bricks.  The solid stone and brick all 

with beam supporting internal chimney and stack above.  Front elevation wall of stone 12” thick 

with casement window to road, either rendered or carlite browning plaster; front wall inside of 

stone frontage the top section up to ceiling is recessed and has chamfered timber beam with a stop 

at both ends [Photo C] running into cruck blade; rear elevation of living Room is brick [Photo L]; 

rendered or plastered where the contemporary stairs lead to the first floor [Photo D] 

Fireplace 

 Fireplace bressumer beam painted black (12” by 12”, length 9’ 33”), has chamfer with rolled stops 

[Photo E] sitting on stone [painted black] dressed stone quoins/blocks (12”by 12”)with inner edge 

chamfered; the inglenook has stone fireplace insert within it is of possible 20th century origin [Photo 

F] with stone shelves either side, Note: relationship of elements to original inglenook would need to

be reviewed before any changes are made. This Lias Stone Fireplace insert sits within inglenook, set

on stone flags. To right hand side of inglenook just above midway point there is a brick opening with

relieving arch to what might have been bread oven. [Photo G] Left hand side of this is a square

opening with stone shelf which could have been a salt or spice cupboard; [Photo H] dressed

stonework to the back of left side, evidence of relieving  arch  possibly suggesting  oven [ Photo I ];
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Bressumer beam supported in stone wall and can be seen from outside. The inglenook has often 

been called ‘a room within a room’. [Ref Brunskill] To one side of the inglenook is the front wall of 

the house with a little fire window, glazed [Perspex] to front elevation which some suggest was to 

illuminate the inglenook during daytime. [Photo A] There would often be a seat within the inglenook 

and the floor in the inglenook consisted of an extended hearth stone, the recess in the wall acted as 

keeping holes for the candles or with a wooden cupboard door as the spice cupboard where salt and 

spices could be kept safe and dry. [Ref Brunskill] There are other blocked opening to ovens on either 

side of inglenook here as well as recesses suggesting had many uses and adaptations (phasing) 

[Photo G H I] 

Gable End Wall and Ceiling 

The gable end, also 12” depth, has replacement casement window, this wall appears to be solid, 

possibly suggesting all masonry; this wall is lined either with wood wool rendered or plaster 

boarded. Central ceiling beam running lengthways [end to end]painted black, surface has been 

patched up with plaster and is friable [Photo J]; evidence of partial chamfer to S edge and N edge to 

East side a metal strap holds beam to end wall; to front side a metre section has been removed 

[Photo J]; ceiling is uneven so could suggest repairs  over lath and plaster; further assessment 

needed,other side has timbering and cruck blade will need further investigation internally; floor 

carpeted with polished concrete underneath 

A few Photo Details of Interior Ground Floor  

 

 
 
 

 

Photo A Photo B 
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Photo C Photo D 

Photo E Photo F 

Photo G Photo H 
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Photo I Photo J 

Photo K   Cruck Blade Photo L   Brick Wall kitchen 

[References Brunsill R W, Traditional Buildings of Britain pg 81,112, 115] 
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Significance Levels GF 

LEVEL Elements/ Fabric REASON 

HIGH  All main structural elevations are significant.

 Cruck blades

 Original Timber Frame/chamfered beams

 Bressumer Beam Fireplace

 Inglenook Fire Surround & Timber Shelf

 Closed Openings of former bread ovens

 Recess that may have been Spice Cupboard

 Fire window

GDII Listed Building 
Original Architectural 
features 

MEDIUM  Brick wall to rear of Kitchen Later Phasing 

UNKNOWN  Underneath the internal wall linings[would
need opening up]

 Inserted Fire piece [probably C20]

 Ceiling [could be lath& plaster]

 Void to right hand of chimney stack could have
housed a staircase

LOW  Render to Walls [ removal may cause damage]

 Plaster board to ceiling

 Cement screed floor

 C20 Timber staircase

 C20 Replacement timber windows

Not of Architectural merit 
Or traditional material 

5.2.2 FIRST FLOOR 

Annotated Floor Plan, Rooms Labelled for reference; do not scale off this drawing 

First Floor: 
Approached via C20 open tread 
timber staircase. Small landing 
with C20 doors to two bedrooms. 
Bedroom 1 has door to Eaves 
store. 
RED squares indicate Cruck 
Blades  
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 First Floor Written descriptions: Stair leading to 1st floor; C20 timber stairs; single flight sitting on 

partition brick wall of back of kitchen;  landing has floor of mixed pine boards wide [10 inch] ; stud 

wall with wallpapered panels infill [could be lath & plaster] to rear of random posts painted black, 

nailed. (Photo A)  x2 oak purlins renewed after 1983  fire[Photo B] ; from landing C20 door leads to 

bedroom 2 within Bay 3 and 4 which has a  timber C20 casement to rear and continuation of 

replacement 1980s purlin at ceiling; sitting upon upper cruck blade with collar tie,(Photo C & F) all 

painted black running to floor level. Sidewall to fire space is breeze block and party wall is also block. 

Front room bedroom 1 has painted glazed lights over stairwell [Photo A] , set in painted black 

timber frame, plasterboard ceiling and eaves; [Photo D] main bedroom 1 cruck blade visible with 

collar(Photo F & G); Front wall with timber framing exposed [Photo E] C20 door to storage space 

under eaves above kitchen below [ Photo H] All upper floor of pine boarding in poor condition. 

A few Photo Details of Interior First Floor 

Photo A Photo A   Painted white glazed panels 

Photo B  Renewed Purlin Photo C  Cruck Blade Photo D 
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Photo E Photo F  Cruck Black 2m metre pole 

Photo G   Cruck Blade Photo H   Eaves Storage 
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Significance Levels FF 

LEVEL Elements/ Fabric REASON 

HIGH  All main structural elevations are significant.

 Cruck blades

 Original Timber Frame/chamfered beams

GDII Listed Building 
Original Architectural 
features 

MEDIUM  Stud wall on top of brick wall of Kitchen

 Replaced Purlins from 1983 Fire

 Pine Floorboards [could be replacements after
fire and now in poor condition]

Later Phasing 

UNKNOWN  Stud wall on stairwell [could be lath & plaster]

 Void to right hand of chimney stack could have
housed a staircase

LOW  C20 Timber staircase

 C20 Doors

 Glazing around stairwell

 C20 Replacement timber windows

Not of Architectural merit 
Or traditional material 

5.2.3  ROOF 

Written description: The majority of roof timbers/rafters including purlins were replaced after the 

1983 fire; roof lined with bitumen felt under thatch roof. Chimney end loft area (Photo A) Party wall 

to number 1 of is block work [Photo B]; top of internal cruck apex, saddle and short king post cruck 

apex; left in situ after fire; heavily charred (Photo C) is a significant feature; end gable also has 

internal face of cruck blades visible (Photo A) although apex missing, no yoke or saddle at apex; 

cruck open at eaves. This may have been saddle and short king post as is the case at internal truss no 

4. Gable end is covered in plastic sheeting and timbers as fire repair. (Photo A)

Internal stack visible in roof bay; (possible former smoke bay).  Chimney is stepped as it rises from 

inglenook at ground floor; surrounded by cement block walls on 1st floor level to sides, only open to 

front elevation where wood wool filled panels are visible.  Internal chimney widening in stepped 

form from 1st floor [6 to 7 foot width], to second level with a 4 foot width then further 4 to 5 foot 

rise to 3 to 4 foot width.  Internal chimney has at loft level internal part of two brick chimney stacks 

rising from the stone stack, set at diamonds plan, running up eaves.[Photo D] Original brickwork to 

west stack, [bricks 2 inches high by depth 4 inches length 9 inches]; same size bricks on adjacent 

chimney with possibly some replacement bricks. Cement block wall to back elevation /cement block 

to party wall and cement block is also visible to bedroom 2 in eaves space and front of stack  

(Photo E) 
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Photo E Photo D 

Significance Levels SF 

LEVEL Elements/ Fabric REASON 

HIGH  All main structural elevations are significant.

 Charred Cruck blades

 C16 Brick chimney stack &  lime pointing

GDII Listed Building 
Original Architectural 
features 

MEDIUM  Replaced Purlins from 1983 Fire

 Replaced Rafters and Thatch

Later Phasing 

UNKNOWN 

LOW  C20 Cement block work [although this maybe
structurally necessary]

 Fibre glass insulation

 Bitumen Felt to roof

 Cement pointing to stone

 Plastic sheeting

Not of Architectural merit 
Or traditional material 
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6 Summary Assessment of Significance 2 Manor Farm Cottages Atch 

Lench Worcestershire 

6.1 Background to Assessments of Significance 
Significance: The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its heritage 

interest. That interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. 

Definition of Significance 

Significance (for heritage policy) 

The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its heritage interest. The 

interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance derives not only from a 

heritage asset’s physical presence, but also from its setting. For World Heritage Sites, the cultural 

value described within each site’s Statement of Outstanding Universal Value forms part of its 

significance. Annex 2 Glossary https://www.gov.uk/guidance/national-planning-policy-

framework/annex-2-glossary 

2) “The sum of the cultural and natural heritage values of a place, often set out in a statement of significance.”

p72 Conservation Principles, English Heritage, 2008

https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/hpg/hpr-definitions/#s 

In order to identify the significance of a place, it is necessary first to understand its fabric, and how 

and why it has changed over time; and then to consider: who values the place, and why they do so; 

how those values relate to its fabric; their relative importance; whether associated objects contribute 

to them; the contribution made by the setting and context of the place; how the place compares with 

others sharing similar values.[Ref Conservation Principles English Heritage/Historic England p21] 

The English Heritage [now Historic England] Guidance Conservation Principles 2008 on assessing 

significance sets out the following four areas for consideration: 

• Evidential value: the potential of a place to yield evidence about past human activity

Evidential value derives from the physical remains or genetic lines that have been inherited from the

past. The ability to understand and interpret the evidence tends to be diminished in proportion to the

extent of its removal or replacement.

• Historical value: the ways in which past people, events and aspects of life can be

connected through a place to the present – it tends to be illustrative or associative. The way

in which an individual built or furnished their house, or made a garden, often provides insight into

their personality, or demonstrates their political or cultural affiliations. It can suggest aspects of their

character and motivation that extend, or even contradict, what they or others wrote, or are recorded

as having said, at the time, and so also provide evidential value. Historical values are harmed only to

the extent that adaptation has obliterated or concealed them, although completeness does tend to

strengthen illustrative value.

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/publications/conservation-principles-sustainable-management-historic-environment/
https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/hpg/hpr-definitions/#s
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• Aesthetic value: the ways in which people draw sensory and intellectual stimulation from a

place. Design value relates primarily to the aesthetic qualities generated by the conscious design of a

building, structure or landscape as a whole. It embraces composition (form, proportions, massing,

silhouette, views and vistas, circulation) and usually materials or planting, decoration or detailing,

and craftsmanship. It may be attributed to a known patron, architect, designer, gardener or

craftsman (and so have associational value), or be a mature product of a vernacular tradition of

building or land management…..Some aesthetic values are not substantially the product of formal 

design, but develop more or less fortuitously over time, as the result of a succession of responses 

within a particular cultural framework. They include, for example, the seemingly organic form of an 

urban or rural landscape; the relationship of vernacular buildings and structures and their materials 

to their setting; or a harmonious, expressive or dramatic quality in the juxtaposition of vernacular or 

industrial buildings and spaces. 

• Communal value: the meanings of a place for the people who relate to it, or for whom it

figures in their collective experience or memory ….Communal values are closely bound up with 

historical (particularly associative) and aesthetic values, but tend to have additional and specific 

aspects. 

[Conservation Principles English Heritage 2008] 

https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/conservation-principles-sustainable-

management-historic-environment/ 

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANCE OF 1 & 2 MANOR FARM COTTAGES ATCH LENCH  GAINED FROM THIS 

REPORT 

Note: The four principle Significance Values for 1 and 2 Manor Farm Cottages Atch Lench 

Worcestershire WR11 4SW have only been based on the scope and limitations of this report and 

further evidential and historical evidence of value may yet to be found. 

6.1.2 Evidential Value/Architectural Value 

This lies primarily in the architecture of Manor Farm Cottages, that possibly date as early as 15th 

century or earlier as a building of ‘true’ cruck construction. The cottages are nationally designated as 

grade II, number 2 Manor Farm Cottage has a good example of a cruck frame with a chimney stack 

inserted into a former smoke bay or cross passage. Unfortunately any smoke blackened, sooted roof 

timbers no longer give evidence of a former hall house before the insertion of the 16th century 

chimney due to the fire in 1983, but the construction would suggest it was an open hall house. The 

plan layout has changed little since the division into two cottages.  There are no original internal 

architectural joinery skirting, original doors, original windows of note but there are some chamfered 

beams and  a heavy bresummer beam to inglenook/ stone fireplace. Significant timbers remain 

externally but original infill wattle and daub panelling has been lost 

https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/conservation-principles-sustainable-management-historic-environment/
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/conservation-principles-sustainable-management-historic-environment/
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6.1.3 Historical Value- 

Historical value lies from the architectural phasing, 15th -20th centuries, and this is largely of 
Illustrative value. Historical value lies from the architectural phasing. There is an historical 
association with the Hemming Bomford family who owned a lot of the land at Atch Lench including 
the Georgian C18 Manor Farm and House, of which the cottages  became part of in the 18th century 
as the farmstead.  

6.1.4 Aesthetic /Setting/Group Value 

 [See 3.2 Setting and Vistas Photographic Building Recording & Analysis Level 2-3 Section 5] 

1 and 2 Manor Farm Cottages a GDII listed building makes a valuable contribution to the village 

setting and the other surrounding timber frame cottages 

6.1.5 Community Value 

Community value lies within the collective experience or memory of the past owners/and villagers. 

This includes the ownership of the cottages by the Freeman family since the 1960s and Manor Farm 

This includes the collective memory of the devastating fire in 1983 for the owners and tenants and 

everyone in the village 

6.2 Statement of Significance 
Both number 1 and 2 Manor Farm Cottages are significant as an early example of a small cruck frame 

hall of four bays of 5 symmetrical crucks that is now two cottages. The building possibly originally 

dates to the 14th- 15th century  two centuries before the larger Georgian manor house and farm 

were built next door. The cottages underwent a change in the 16th century with the insertion of a 

diamond brick shaft on a stone base, being a large chimney stack in the smoke bay or cross passage. 

This two flue diamond chimney shafts /stack has large inglenooks with bresummers, back-to-back 

with ovens. The chimney stack and crucks are evident inside number 2 Manor Farm Cottage but RDA 

cannot comment for number 1 as this was not assessed internally. The whole building 1 and 2 had 

modifications/ adaptations carried out in 1967, and a fire destroyed the whole of the thatch roof and 

possibly mediaeval timbers in 1983. The 5 cruck frames survived. Dendrochronology may date the 

crucks and the building more accurately if it was possible to take any samples. Repairs in 1984 saw 

further adaptations particularly to the roof and dormers. Note: not all work was carried out with 

sympathetic traditional materials and the fabric has deteriorated, and this is now evident in the 

present condition at number 2.  

7 Conservation Advice 
With any restorations to this building the correct traditional materials and methods should be used 

using traditional crafts people and specialists. Historic England advises thermally insulating between 

timber framing with either, replacement wattle and daub, wood fibre board, expanded cork, sheep's 

wool, hempcrete, rendered with hot lime render or earthern mortar. All stonework/ brickwork 

should be correctly pointed, if needed, in lime by a specialist if any of the hard pointing can be 

removed without damage. Removing cement render from the Lias stone could be problematic and a 

trial area should be first attempted with listed building consent. We would suggest that the Lias 

stonewalls to frontage to roadside are revealed once more if the cement render can be removed 

without damage to substrate. The correct loft insulation product should be used for thatch roofing. 

Internally the cruck blades and original timber beams are very significant but any 20th century 
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additions could be removed and replaced with more sympathetic materials with listed building 

consent, including windows and internal doors. Where fabric is important or in poor condition 

repairs could take place with listed building consent, for example the first floor floorboards. Any 

attempt to remove the black paint to timbers inside or outside should be undertaken by specialists 

with test patch areas using non-abrasive methods with listed building consent because of possible 

loss of historic surfaces. Modern materials such as foam insulation products/ packing should not be 

used or any chemical treatment to timbers. Originally externally these timbers were lime washed 

and not painted black with white, this was an Victorian/ Edwardian trend. The stonewalling most 

probably would have been lime washed after lime pointing to be more weather-proof. Any future re 

thatching would be enhanced by using long straw, although this is in short supply. There are a 

Historic England guides on energy efficiency and timber frame buildings, lime renders and pointing, 

and thatching. 

Historic England Advice Notes 

HEAG071 Insulating Timber-Framed Walls 

HEAG079 Thatched roofs 

HE Insulating thatched buildings: the risks, materials and methods (2016) 

HEAG014 Energy Efficiency Part L 

HE A brief guide on mortar joints, their appearance and what to do when repointing (2017) 

HE Insulating solid ground floors (2016) 

HE Guidance on energy planning for historic buildings - the ‘whole house approach’ (2018) 

HE Research findings on fire risk from wood-burning stoves in thatched buildings (2018) 

Also 

Institution of Fire Engineers Special Interest Group for Heritage Buildings  Guide to Fire Fighting in 

Thatched Buildings pdf 
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Schedule of work for the restoration of a paL· of cottages at Manor Farm, 

Atch Lench, Evesham, after .fire damage - fo::- Mr. R. Freeman. 

R.A. Davis, R.I.B.A,, 
The Barn, 
J9, Main Street, 
Bretforton, 
Evesham, 
Worcs. WRll 5JH, January, ·1983. 

.. . 
GENERAL ., ....... . 

1. The work consists of the re-roofing (excluding thatching) of the cottages, 
substantial structural repairs and internal refurbishment (mainly to 
first floor). 

2. Tenderers must visit the site and assess the work content of the various 
sections of this schedule by inspection of the building. No claims for 
extra costs will be accepted for omission of items of work required to 
complete the work as schedules. Areas of repair which are not assessable 
due to the nature of the work are covered by provisional swns and a set 
procedure, as outlined in (5) below •. 

J. All work is to be in accordance with current Codes of Practice and British 
Standards and Standard Specification enclosed. 

4. The programme of work set out below must be adhered to:-

(a) 

( (b) 

Work to be commenced within 1 week of tender acceptance; 
(if this is not possible, tender must be qualified with 
required time for commencement). 

Stage 1 - to be completed within 4 weeks of commencement, 

(.) 
(ti) 
(iii) 

(iv) 

Scaffold building. 
Renewal of wallplate framing. 
Carcase roof complete, with purlins supported on 
temporary framing from first floor. 
Cover with slaters felt and rough batten fix to 
provide temporary waterproof covering, 

(c) Stage 2 - to . be carried out after stage 1 - Structural 
repairs to building and resultant making good; to be 
carried out under Architect's supervision and instructions, 
as various parts of the existing structure are exposed. 

. 
Areas involved:-

(i) 
(ii) 
(1 ... ~ ll, 

(iv) 
(v) 
( vi) 
(vii) 

East gable (cruck 1). 
West gable (cruck 5), 
External wall to cottage 2 bathroom/new lobby 
(where burnt down outbuilding adjoined). 
Internal cruck wall (2). 

" '·' ,., (J) - party wall. 
II ll II (4). 

Front wa.11 section bet ween c:ruck 3 and 4. 

- 1 -

·~ 

- . 
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GENERAL (continued) 

4. (d) Stage J - to be carried out following Stage 2. 

C-) 
(ti) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

Internal repairs and new ceilings etc. 
Re-wiring, 
Repairs to plumbing . 
Redecorating. 

(e) Stage 4 - to be carried out only if and when instructed 
by Architect. 

(i) 
(ii) 

External re-decoration. 
Batten roof for thatching anc lining. 

.... 
. ... --, ~ 

Stages 2 - 3 have no time limit for completion due to the nature of 
the work, but tenderers must ensure an adequate labour force to 
carry out the work as quickly as is practicable. 

5. Work in this schedule is either as a fixed item or provisional 
s um. Non provisional items indicate that the tenderer must allow 
in his price for all work required to complete the item as described. 
No extra costs will be allowed unless specific extra work is instructed 
by the Architect . 

'Provisional' indicates that tenderers mustallow for the scope of the 
work to be included in their labour requirements and programme and that 
work is to be carried out by Architect's instructions only, 

For each provisional section the contractor will be required to provide 
costs which are to be agreed by the Architect when the extent of work 
is known prior to work commencing, 

' 
,' 

- 2 -
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STAGE 1 - ROOF 

1. Provide and fix scaffold as required for building operations. 

2. The electricity supply to the cottages is disconnected. Include 
for any temporary supply required for the works. Water and 
toilet facilities are available. 

J. Remove loose top section of blockwork tc party wall. 

4. Remove charred sections of wallplate section of timber frame, 
as indicated on drawing and reduce vertical members where shown 
to receive spliced on sections. .... 

' 5. Re-new removed and missing sections of wallplate in new sawn 
or re-claimed oak and splice to existine sections as shown. 

''t · - .... . 

6. Fix new softwood J" x 2" wallplate section over whole length 
of wallplate, fixed to frame with M.S. straps at 2'6" centres. 
Supply and fix new first floor window frames, as shown on 
elevation drawings and frame up with wallplate timbering as 
existing windows. 
Supply and fix new dormer window frames as shown. Frame around 
new and existing dormer window frames with 4" x J" oak, as 
drawing, with 3" x 2° s.w. continued over. 

7. Carcase up new roof in softwood as typical sections, with purlins 
temporarily propped from existing floor joists. Trim chimney 
stacks. In order to achieve good line (gradual curves) purlin 
lines should follow (but less severe) the line of the wallplate 
and at dormers and run down roof section :rafters are to be 
'sprocketed' as shown. 

8. Purlins a.re to be lapped and coach bolted at joints. 

9. Verge rafters are to line in with existing gables. 

10. Cover roof with slaters felt and fix temporarily with battens 
to make waterproof covering. 

11. Fix polythene sheet over remaining noles at gables and front 
elevation and windows, fixed with battens. 

STAGE 2 - STRUCTURAL REPAIRS 

1. Repairs to timber frame are to be · ·carried out in new 9r sound 
re-claimed oak. Joints are to be Mortice and Tenon with oak 
pegs (2 per joint). 
Where members are spliced in length (new section to sound pa.rt 
of existing member) form a scarf joint and fix with two coach 
bolts 

(i) East Gable - cruck 1. 

Remove existing weatherboards. ,Allow a provisional sum of 
£750. for structural repairs as directed by the Architect. 
Remove existing windows and fill panels as typical detail. 
Make good internally. 
Allow for re-boarding gable with sawn timbered 6° x l" 
softwood weatherboarding, fixed with alloy nails and cuprinal 
or similar stain finis~. (Boarding to finish flush with 
underside of thatch,) 

..•. 



STAGE 2 - STRUCTURAL RE.PAIRS (continued) 

(ii) West Gable - cruck 5, 

Allow a provisional sum of £1,200 for structural repairs 
to this gable wall. Allow for removing sections of 
render covering existing timber frame for inspection 
of frame prior to instructions on repairs. 

(iii) Rear wall to cottages. 

neplace defective timbers as shown on rear elevation 
drawing and replace panels as s tai tdard detail. 
Make good to interior of building where affected and 
leave ready for decoration. 
Replace waste pipes where fire dam~ed and make good to 
cracked rendered panels. 

... 

(iv) Internal cruck wall 2. 

Allow a provisional sum of £400. for structural repairs 
as directed and new purlin supports. 

(v) Party wall - cruck J. 
After removal of unsound apex blockwork, rebuild block 
wall up to underside of roof and provide purlin supports. 
Allow a provisional sum of £JOO. for structural repairs 
to cruck frame. 

( vi) Cruck 4. 

Allow a provisional sum of £JOO. for structural repairs, 
as directed. 

(vii) Front wall section between cruck J and 4. 

STAGE J -

Replace timber frame as shown on front elevation drawing 
and form new panels as typical detail. 
Remove existing wall section and supply and fix new 
window to Cottage 1, as shown on drawing. 

(Include for glazing, painting and finishing new windows 
complete with l¼" x :S' window boards.) 

(i) Internal repairs·and new ceilings. 

1. Provide support framing for new .cold water tanks in roof 
space. 

·······--

2. Fix½" plasterboard ceiling to new ceiling joists, including 
kitchen to Cqttage 2 and skim plaster finish, in conjunction 
with other remedial work. 

J, Lay 4" mineral wool quilt over ceiling and to side ceilings, 
to fully insulate roof, 

4. Form ceiling hatch complete with lid and hinges to roof 
space of each cot~ ---· -~ - --------



STAGE} (continued) 

(i) 5. 

6. 

Clean out thoroughly all ground f :Loor rooms, wash walls, 
floors and fittings. 

Make good to all ground floor ceLings where affected by 
weather and fire damage and leave ready for decoration. 

7. ~eplace glass in windmff where cr«.cked from fire and leave 
ready for decoration. 

8. i1eplace bathroom suite to Cottage 1 with similar fittings 
1
P.C. Sum for fittings £JOO.) FL new cold water tank iQ. 

roof space and new S. V .P. Check E!Xisting plumbing and ·· ... . 
make repairs and new pipework as :.-equired. Test and leave 
fully operational. 

9. Similarly fit new cold water tank in roof space to Cottage · 
2 and fit new pipework to supply kitchen and ground floor 
bathroom and cylinder. Test and leave fully operational. 

10. Reform cylinder cupboard to Cottage 1 with 2 slatted shelves 
and jacket to existing cylinder. 

11. Allow a P.C. Sum of £800. for_ rewiring electrical circuits 
to first floor of both cottages, including off-peak circuits. 
Allow for attendance and making good. 
Include a P.C. Sum of £100. for renewed service connection. 

12 After electrical and plumbing work is completed, make good 
to flooring affected and replace defective areas of floor
boarding where this is unsound. 

lJ Replace stud parti tiom t.o first floor roofs where affected 
by fire and build up nailing partitions to new ceiling 
level and make good. 

14. On ground floor of Cottage 2, make good kitchen walls and 
new ceiling • 
Adjust kitchen fittings and replace worktops. 
Include for new glazed tiles, two courses to worktops. 
Replace back door complete with fittings. 
Allow for 1 sq. m. new tiling to bathroom. 
Allow for re-fixing pipework after renewal of wall section. 
Replace existing _front door and frame to Cottage 2 complete. 

15. On first floor of Cottage 2, re-build complete the burnt 
out store room over the kitchen. Replace the glazing and 
make good to the borrowed light. . 

16. Check all first floor doors and adjust as necessary to fit 
properly. 

17. Leave interior of cottag·es complete and ready for decoration. 

18. All for re-decorating throughout, following renovation. 
(Please state your allowance for this as a separate item.) 

,, - 5 -
-~ 

,-

.i 
I 



{ . 

STAGE 4. 

1. Provide an estimate f or re-painting the exterior of the cott ages. 

2. Provi de an estimate for removing felt covering, battening roof with 
2~ x 1" battens a t 12" centres, 2" x 2" cocking fillet at edges 

·. 

and fixing plas t erboard lining between joists behind battens. 
(~his work t o be done in conjunction with thatching at·a specified 
time, which may not be during the course of the building work.) 

Include a contingency sum of £1,000 to be used as directed by the 
Archi t ect. 

· , 

--- -... - - -------------

\· 
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Mr. E.W. Freeman, 
Manor Farm, 
Atch Lench, 
Nr. Evesham, 
Worcestershire. 14th. March, 1983 

THATCHING ESTIMATE. 

Estimated cos t to thatch numbers 1 & 2 Manor Farm cottages, Atch Lench, 
Nr. Evesham, Worcs ., in Norfolk reed, with sedge ridge ~~!~~~ 

SCHEDULE OF \'/ORK . 

1. Replace all eaves and gables, and thatch entire roof in Norfolk 
reed to a thickness of 1211-1411 using the appropriate fixings to 
every course, up to ridging level. 

2. Ridge the finished thatch in good quality sedge grass, using a 
turn-over ornamental ridge cut to pattern. 

3. Cover entire roof with¾" mesh, 20 gauge galvanised dipped wire 
netting, fixed at eaves and gables. 

4. Place cement fillets around both chimneys. 

5. Leave site clean and tidy on completion of work. 

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT. 

25% of total estimated cost to be payable 7 days before delivery 
of materials. 

25% of total estimated cost to be payable on completion of thatching 
of the front of the property up to ridging level. 

25% of total estimated cost to be payable on completion of thatching 
of the rear of the property up to ridging level. 

25% of total estimated cost to be payable on final completion of the 
property. 

CONDITIONS. 

1. The above estimate does not include the supply of arris rail needed 
around all eaves and gables before work can commence nor the fixing 
of same. 

2. All materials shall be our property until they have been fixed to 
the puiiding and any materials surplus to requirements shall remain 
our property. 

3. Every endeavour will be used to do the work carefully but we shall 
not be liable for any damage caused to internal plaster behind the 
thatch. 

4. (a) This work to be put in hand on written acceptance of the above 
estimate, financial arrangements and conditions. 

(b) In the ev~nt of any of the stage payments not being paid within 
7 days of application, the right is reserved to suspend work. 
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